At present, 123 Be/neutron star (Be/NS) X-ray binaries (XRBs) are known in the Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds , but not a single Be/black hole (Be/BH) binary was found so far. We carried out the calculations of stellar population synthesis to investigate the case of the apparently missing population of Be/BH XRBs. According to our calculations, the main reason of this disparity is the fact that within the orbital period range where Be XRBs are found (∼ 10 to ∼ 300 days), these systems are formed predominantly with a NS component. The systems with a BH component are formed predominantly with much longer orbital periods and they are not easy to detect.
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Introduction
The binary systems composed of a Be star and a neutron star (Be/NS type systems) form the most numerous class of X-ray binaries (XRBs) in our Galaxy.
At present, 123 such systems are known in the Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds (which is almost a half of the total number of the known NS XRBs). Other classes of XRBs are less numerous: we know 90 X-ray bursters (which are also NS XRBs) and 50 X-ray pulsars not associated with a Be type companion (which form still other classes of NS XRBs: 36 of these NSs are associated with a supergiant type companion and 14 with a low mass companion). In addition, we know 58 black hole candidate (BHC) systems (among them 23 confirmed BH systems 
Properties of Be XRBs
Be/NS XRB systems consist of a NS orbiting a Be type star on a rather wide (orbital periods in the range of ∼ 10 to ∼ 300 days), frequently excentric, orbit. NS has a strong magnetic field and, in vast majority of cases, is observed as an X-ray pulsar (with the spin periods in the range of 34 ms to about 1400 s). The surface of the Be component is located well below its Roche lobe and the mass accretion on a NS is occuring through the interaction of a NS with the excretion disc around Be component. The fact that Be star is much smaller than its Roche lobe is a distinct property of Be XRBs. In all other types of XRBs, the optical component always fills or almost fills its Roche lobe (even if the accreted matter is supplied by the winds).
X-Ray emission (with a few exceptions) has distinctly transient nature with rather short active phases separated by much longer quiescent intervals (a flaring behaviour). There are two types of flares, which are classified as Type I outbursts (smaller and regularly repeating) and Type II outbursts (larger and irregular). Type I bursts are observed in systems with highly eccentric orbits. They occur close to periastron passages of NS. They are repeating at intervals ∼ P orb . Type II bursts may occur at any orbital phase. They are correlated with the disruption of the excretion disc around Be star (as observed in Hα line). They repeat on time scale ∼ years.
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Missing Population of Be+BH X-Ray Binaries
Definition of a Be XRB for the purpose of SPS calculations
The most characteristic observational property of Be stars distinguishing them from other B stars is the presence of excretion discs producing the characteristic emission lines. The underlying cause of the presence of this disc is, in turn, rapid rotation. In the context of XRBs, the presence of an excretion disc is crucial, because it permits the relatively efficient accretion on the compact companion, even in the case of large orbital separation. It is not clear how Be stars achieved their fast rotation (although different hypothesis like rapid rotation at birth or spin-up due to binary mass transfer are advanced; see e.g. McSwain & Gies, 2005) . The fraction of Be stars among all B stars is similar for single stars and for those in binary systems (one quarter to one third). For the purpose of our calculations, we we assumed, for simplicity, that one quarter of all B stars are always Be stars and that these stars are always efficient mass donors, independently of the size of the binary orbit (as is, in fact, observed in Be/NS XRBs). Therefore, according to our definition, a Be XRB is a system composed of a compact object (NS or BH) and a main sequence B star (and we apply a factor 0.25 to the number of such systems, to account for the fact that not every B star is a Be star). Fig. 1 shows that, when we count the total expected numbers of Be/NS and Be/BH binaries,
Preliminary Results
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Missing Population of Be+BH X-Ray Binaries these numbers should be, roughly comparable. The estimated masses of observed Be stars cover the range from ∼ 2.3 M ( Lejeune & Schaerer, 2001 ) to ∼ 25 M (McSwain & Gies, 2005) . Therefore, if we assume 3M as a reasonable lower limit for the mass of a Be component, then the Be/NS systems should outnumber Be/BH systems only by a factor of about 2.5.
The reason for the observed large disparity becomes obvious, when we look at Fig. 2 . According to our calculations, the distribution of the orbital periods is completely different for Be/NS and Be/BH systems. Within the orbital period range where Be XRBs are found (∼ 10 to ∼ 300 days), Be systems are formed predominantly with a NS component. The ratio of the expected number of Be/NS systems to the expected number of Be/BH systems is, for this orbital period range, larger than 50. The systems with a BH component are formed predominantly with much longer orbital periods. Such systems are very difficult to detect, both due to very long orbital periods and due to, probably, very low luminosities (the accretion at such large orbital separations must be very inefficient). We should stress, that the results presented above are only very preliminary results. We plan to carry out further calculations. In particular, we shall try to explain the physical reasons for so different orbital periods distributions for the systems with NSs and with BHs.
We should also stress that, while our results provide a major factor explaining the observed disparity in the numbers of Be/NS and Be/BH systems, this might be not the only factor. Another possible factor may be related to the previous evolution of a Be star. If, indeed, a B star must be a member of a binary system and undergo a mass transfer in order to become a Be star, then one can imagine that the systems composed of a Be star and a relatively less massive companion (which collapses to a NS) remain bound, while those composed of a Be star and a relatively more massive companion (which collapses to a BH) are disrupted in the process of supernova explosion.
